Bioanalytical methodology for determination of glutamate and aspartate for use in pharmacological sciences with application of Integrated Calibration Method.
A new calibration approach based on the adaptation of Integrated Calibration Method (ICM) to consecutive two components analysis in separation science is presented. Consecutive ICM method (C-ICM) was conceptually developed and applied to determination of two excitatory amino acids - glutamate and aspartate in cerebrospinal fluids collected by the use of brain microdialysis from freely-moving animals. Both analytes as a neurotransmitters play an important role in formation of the memory trace, and thus the processes of learning and memory. Due to their low concentration and presence of interferences, considered analytical system - animal brain - was a big challenge. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with electrochemical detection (ECD) was used in all experimental work. The most important feature of proposed method is integration of interpolative and extrapolative ways to calculate analyte concentration in single calibration procedure, which consequently leads to obtain series of six estimations of analytical result. Comparison of individual estimations with each other allows for a more in-depth analysis of systematic errors. It was proved that C-ICM approach enables diagnosis and compensation of systematic errors induced by occurrence of interference effects and improvement of accuracy of analytical results. Most of all, it was demonstrated that application of this method is efficient and useful analytical tool in analysis of complicated biological samples in pharmacology and neuroscience.